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Chemistry Chemistry BasicsBasics
Chemistry UnitChemistry Unit

Day 3Day 3

October 4October 4thth, 2006, 2006

ObjectivesObjectives for Day 34for Day 34

Wednesday, 10/04/06Wednesday, 10/04/06
____________________________________________________________

��DefineDefine the terms the terms MatterMatter, , ElementElement, , 

and and AtomAtom

��DifferentiateDifferentiate between physical and between physical and 

chemical properties with exampleschemical properties with examples

��Name and describeName and describe the eight most the eight most 

common elements found in the common elements found in the 

Earth’s crustEarth’s crust

MatterMatter

Matter is anything that:Matter is anything that:

�� Has mass, and…Has mass, and…

�� Takes up spaceTakes up space

Examples:Examples:

All Solids, liquids, and gasses!All Solids, liquids, and gasses!

Physical and Chemical PropertiesPhysical and Chemical Properties

Physical PropertiesPhysical Properties

��Definition:Definition:

––Characteristics that can be observed Characteristics that can be observed 

without changing the composition of the without changing the composition of the 

substancesubstance

�� Examples:Examples:

––DensityDensity

–– ColorColor

–– Freezing and Boiling PointsFreezing and Boiling Points

–– Ability to conduct electricityAbility to conduct electricity

Physical and Chemical PropertiesPhysical and Chemical Properties

Chemical PropertiesChemical Properties

��Definition:Definition:

––Characteristics that describe how a Characteristics that describe how a 

substance reacts with others to form substance reacts with others to form 

new substancesnew substances

�� Examples:Examples:

––Oxygen + Water = RustOxygen + Water = Rust

––Helium does not react with othersHelium does not react with others

ElementElement

Definition (2):Definition (2):

�� A substance that cannot be A substance that cannot be 

broken down into other broken down into other 

substances by chemical means.substances by chemical means.

�� Every element has a Every element has a 

characteristic set of properties characteristic set of properties 

that can be used to identify itthat can be used to identify it
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Elements of the Earth’s Elements of the Earth’s 

CrustCrust

1.1.Oxygen (47%)Oxygen (47%)
2.2.Silicon (28%)Silicon (28%)
3.3.Aluminum (8%)Aluminum (8%)
4.4.Iron (5%)Iron (5%)
5.5. Calcium (4%)Calcium (4%)
6.6. Sodium (3%)Sodium (3%)
7.7. Potassium (3%)Potassium (3%)
8.8. Magnesium (2%)Magnesium (2%)

AtomAtom

Definition (1):Definition (1):

�� The smallest unit of an element The smallest unit of an element 

that has the properties of that that has the properties of that 

element.element.


